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Curve: ax3 + bx2 + cx + d 
MSE: 3.15e-05

 

RobinsonMiller

Curve: ax3 + bx2 + cx + d 
MSE: 2.91e-05

Curve: mx + b 
MSE: 1.52e-07

Equirectangular

Figure 4.9: Map templates for each geo projection and their corresponding fit curves.
The curve fits points of the relationship between latitude values and their position into
the map region; red points represent the distribution of latitudes and the blue curve
represents the fit.

labels, posi and posi+1 the corresponding values in the y-axis of their distribution, pos′i
and pos′i+1 are the estimated values for li and li+1 using the fit curve, respectively. We
compute a scale ratio using Equation 4.5 for each pair of consecutive latitude labels.

ri =
posi+1 − posi
pos′i+1 − pos′i

(4.5)

A distribution of latitude labels can be fitted to an existing curve when their scale
ratios have the same or near values for all latitude labels. We verify latitude alignment,
if they are vertically aligned, we select as possible geo projections Equirectangular and
Miller; as otherwise, it should be Robinson. For each curve that represents a possible
projection type, we compute pos′i and the scale ratio ri; then we obtain the standard
deviation for that set of ri values. Finally, we choose as output the projection with the
smallest standard deviation.

For example, Figure 4.10a shows the input distribution of a map region that has
three latitudes: l1, l2 and l3. For each possible projection, we compute pos′1, pos

′
2 and

pos′3 using the corresponding fit curve. Next, scale ratios r1 and r2 are computed using
Equation 4.5 and we compare the standard deviation to infer the output projection.
In this example, the output is Equirectangular because it has the minimum standard
deviation and means that if we apply a scale ratio of 891.67 to the fit curve, this new
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Input

(l1, pos 1)

(l3, pos3)

(l2, pos2)

l1 = 22,  pos1 = 214
l2 = 44,  pos2 = 107
l3 = 66,  pos3 = 0

 

(a)

Equirectangular Projection

l1 = 22,  pos'1 = 0.38
l2 = 44,  pos'2 = 0.26
l3 = 66,  pos'3 = 0.14

r1 = (107-214)/(0.26-0.38)
    = 891.67
r2 = (0-107)/(0.14-0.26)
    = 891.67
 
std = 0

(b)

(l1, pos' 1 )
(l2, pos'2 )

(l3, pos'3 )

Miller Projection

l1 = 22,  pos'1 = 0.42
l2 = 44,  pos'2 = 0.32
l3 = 66,  pos'3 = 0.20

r1 = (107-214)/(0.32-0.42)
    = 1070
r2 = (0-107)/(0.20-0.32)
    = 891.67
 
std = 137.81

(l1, pos' 1 )
(l2, pos'2 )

(l3, pos'3 )

(c)

Robinson Projection

(l1, pos' 1 )

(l2, pos'2 )
(l3, pos'3 )

l1 = 22,  pos'1 = 0.35
l2 = 44,  pos'2 = 0.21
l3 = 66,  pos'3 = 0.09

(d)

r1 = (107-214)/(0.21-0.35)
    = 764.29
r2 = (0-107)/(0.09-0.21)
    = 891.67
 
std = 60.63

Figure 4.10: Example how the geo projection is inferred by our method. (a) Given
an input map region, we compute the distribution of its latitudes. For each projection
type, we compute pos′i using the corresponding fit curve and scale ratios ri. (b), (c)
and (d) show these computation for Equirectangular, Miller and Robinson projections,
respectively.

curve fits better the input points.

The projection inference in the current version of the map analyzer generates as
output one of the three projection types for any input map region; however, if we model
the distribution of latitudes and longitudes of other projections through curves, we can
add those curves in our pipeline to support more types.

Validation. For each image in our corpus (Section 4.1), we select one set of latitudes
from the ground-truth bounding boxes, then we infer the projection type and compare
with the annotated projection type. The accuracies are Equirectangular projection
99%, Miller 97%, and Robinson 100%. Robinson projection achieves a 100% because
it is the only projection in our corpus which does not have latitude labels aligned
vertically.

4.5 Legend Analysis

Another important component in a map visualization is the legend region where data
values are represented by colors. Given the legend region as input, our pipeline auto-
matically extracts the color information, including textual elements and representative
pixels for color extraction. To recover this information, we apply the following steps
(see Figure 4.11): (1) legend classification, (2) text bounding box identification, (3) text
bounding box classification, (4) text extraction using OCR, and (5) color extraction.
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(a) Legend Region (e) Text 
Extraction

(f) Color 
Extraction

(b) Legend Classification
Text Bounding Box 

(c) Identification and 
(d) Classification

Figure 4.11: Legend analysis pipeline for extracting color information. (a) The legend
region is given as input and (b) it is classified by type. Then (c) we identify the text
bounding boxes, (d) classify them, (e) extract their text using OCR, and finally (f)
extract colors from the color bar.

4.5.1 Legend Classification

First, we classify the color legend to apply an appropriate method in the color extrac-
tion. This classifier takes a legend region sub-image as input and classifies it into one
of four color legend types: continuous, quantized, discrete and other. The other class
will include legend images that are not supported by our proposal; this current version
only includes random sub-images from map images for training purposes.

Color legends can vary in terms of the number of colors, color scales, orientation,
and size. As such, it is difficult to find a method to compute adequate features for
them. For that reason, our classifier is based on the CNN AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012), because the features and weights for classifying are all learned from end-to-end.

To train our classifier, we obtained the legend corpus of Poco et al. (Poco et al.,
2018), then legend region sub-images were extracted from our corpus (Section 4.1) to
generate the quantized class; finally, random sub-images from our corpus were added
for the other class. We resize each extracted sub-image to 256× 256 pixels, preserving
aspect ratio and filling empty spaces with white color. In total, our legend corpus has
2,000 images across 4 categories (80% for training and 20% for testing). This legend
corpus is small and training a CNN requires a large amount of labeled data. To resolve
this mismatch we fine-tune the Caffe (Jia et al., 2014) implementation of AlexNet
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012), modifying the number of classes in the last layer (Tajbakhsh
et al., 2016) from 1,000 to 4 to classify our four color legend types. We then re-train
the model on our legend corpus for 50,000 iterations.

Validation. We evaluate our classifier using 20% (400/2000) of the images from
the legend corpus presented previously. Table 4.5 shows the resulting precision, recall
and F1-score measures for test set classification. Across all classes, we find that our
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Legend type Precision Recall F1-score # Images
Continuous 92% 82% 86% 93
Quantized 85% 92% 88% 99
Discrete 98% 100% 99% 107
Other 96% 96% 96% 101
Avg / Total 93% 93% 93% 400

Table 4.5: Evaluation of the legend classifier using test set from generated legend
corpus.

classifier exhibits an average F1-score of 93%.

4.5.2 Text Bounding Box Identification

To identify legend label bounding boxes, we identify the color bar in the legend region
(green rectangle in Figure 4.11c) using the connected components algorithm (Wu et al.,
2005), by intuition the largest component will be the color bar, and so we remove it.
After this preprocessing, we apply the same procedure of Subsection 4.4.1 to identify
text bounding boxes.

(a) Binary
image.

(b) Connected
components.

(c) MST from
centers.

(d) Isolated
words.

(e) Merged
words.

Figure 4.12: Steps to identify text bounding boxes in the legend region shown in
Figure 4.11a.

Figure 4.12 shows the process of identifying the text bounding boxes from the
legend region shown in Figure 4.11a. Once we isolate the words using the MST, the
next step is to merge the words to generate one bounding box for the legend title, as
we see in Figure 4.12e.

Validation. We evaluate this technique against the ground-truth bounding boxes of
legend regions in our corpus (Section 4.1) in the manner as Subsection 4.4.1. In this
case, we focus on text bounding boxes in the legend region; for our corpus, the F1-score
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is 78.30%. We noticed some problems when labels along the x-axis are very close to
each other and as a consequence, only one bounding box is generated.

4.5.3 Text Bounding Box Classification

Once we have identified the text bounding boxes, we classify them according to their
role in the legend region. We defined two text roles illustrated in Figure 4.11d: label
(e.g., red boxes) and other (i.e., any other text into legend region). We use an SVM
classifier (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) trained to distinguish our two classes (for more
details about the configuration of SVM, see Subsection 4.4.2).

Validation. We applied the same validation process as in Subsection 4.4.2, using the
ground-truth bounding boxes of legend regions of our corpus (Section 4.1). Table 4.6
shows the number of boxes for each type and their corresponding F1-score. We achieve
an average F1-score of 99% in this step.

Text role # boxes F1-score
label 2589 100%
other 182 98%
Total / Avg 2771 99%

Table 4.6: Evaluation of our text bounding box classifier in legend region. F1-score
was computed using 5-fold cross validation.

4.5.4 Text Extraction

After classifying the text bounding boxes of legend regions, we extract their text con-
tent. For each bounding box, we convert the region to grayscale, resize it using Lanczos
interpolation (3-lobed Lanczos window function) (Turkowski, 1990) over an 8× 8 pixel
neighborhood, binarize the region using Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979), and then apply
the Tesseract OCR engine (Smith, 2007).

We found some common errors after applying OCR in bounding boxes with the
role of label. We post-process these texts using some heuristics. For example, the letter
‘O’ or ‘o’ is replaced with the number ‘0’; similar confusion occurs among letter ‘l’ or
‘I’ and the number ‘1’.

Validation. To evaluate OCR performance, we perform exact matching of extracted
text with the ground-truth text from our corpus. The accuracy using exact matching
is 91.59%.
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4.5.5 Color Extraction

Given the color legend region and its type, we then extract colors using different ap-
proaches for continuous and quantized legends.

Continuous Legends

To characterize a continuous color legend, we identify the color bar end points pmin

and pmax and record their pixel locations (yellow circles in Figure 4.11f). By scanning
the line between these points, we can recover all colors. For this color legend, we apply
the method for color extraction for continuous legends proposed by Poco et al. (Poco
et al., 2018).

Validation. We evaluate color extraction of continuous legend on the 111 images
that contain continuous color legend in our corpus (see Table 4.1). For each image we
estimate pmin and pmax and compare these points with ground-truth points p′min and
p′max (Poco et al., 2018). This technique achieves an accuracy of 90.99% (101/111) for
continuous legend in our corpus. We noted that some error cases are due to labels
are placed so close to the color bar that they became part of the same connected
component.

Quantized Legends

As with continuous legends, we identify pmin and pmax for extracting the line between
these points. For a horizontal color bar, a Sobel filter of size 3 is applied to compute the
horizontal derivative and identify strong changes along the x-axis. Then, we compute
the absolute values of the horizontal derivative (i.e., the sum of r, g, and b color channel
derivatives) and extract the peaks (as we can see in the second row of Figure 4.13). If
we identify k peaks, we will have k+ 1 colors, which are located on midpoints between
peaks or between the color bar boundary and the nearest peak. We use a similar
method to extract colors from a vertical colorbar, computing vertical derivatives along

Figure 4.13: Given a horizontal quantized legend, we compute the absolute values of its
horizontal derivative; then k peaks are identified to extract k+1 colors (yellow circles).
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CHAPTER 4. Automatic Interpretation of Map Visualizations

the y-axis.

Validation. We evaluate color extraction of quantized legends on the 189 images
that contain this legend type (see Table 4.1). For each image we estimate pixel lo-
cations of peaks and compare the pixel colors in those locations with the pixel colors
of ground-truth points using CIEDE2000 color difference (Sharma et al., 2005) as the
distance measure between colors, where distcolor < 2.5 (here 2.5 represents the maxi-
mum perceptibility tolerance to consider two colors as equal (Stokes et al., 1992)). Our
technique has an F1-score of 93.59% in our 189 quantized color legends.

4.6 Visual Encoding Generation

Once we have analyzed the map and legend regions, we obtain different information
from the image. Figure 4.14 shows that the map analysis output contains the projection
type and data for each text label detected on the map region (e.g., text, inferred value,
label type, bounding box). On the other hand, the legend analysis output includes the
legend type, information about labels, and pixel positions of colors inside the legend.
Using that information, we can generate a visual encoding specification, setting values
directly for some entries and inferring others.

Direct specification. We see in Figure 4.14 that information from the map analysis
is assigned directly in the visual encoding, for instance, projection type and text of
labels. Depending on the label type, we can assign values to the x-channel (longitude)
or y-channel (latitude). In the same way, text labels from the legend analysis are
assigned to the color channel as “labels”. We noticed that while some information is
not used directly, we need it to infer other fields required in our visual encoding.

Inferring color scale type. We infer the color scale type (i.e., linear, logarithmic,
power, or sqrt) using the centers of text bounding boxes (x-coordinate if the legend is
horizontal or y-coordinate if it is vertical). We use non-linear least squares regression
to fit multiple functions to these values (i.e., linear, log, power, and sqrt functions) and
pick the model with the minimum mean squared error.

Inferring domain and range of color channel. The encoding.color.legend.type
entry in our visual encoding (see Figure 4.14) depends directly on the legend type, i.e.,
if the legend type is continuous, the entry value is gradient (as we see in Figure 4.15a)
and if the legend type is quantized, the entry value is binned (see Figure 4.15b). For
both legend types, encoding.color.scale.range is an array of hexadecimal colors
extracted from representative pixel positions.

For a continuous legend, we let S be the function of scale type that is used when
minimum and maximum values are not defined in the legend analysis output. When
that happens, we estimate extreme values vmin and vmax using function S−1, having as
input the representative pixel positions (attribute colors in the legend analysis output).
The domain will then be [vmin, vmax] (as we see in Figure 4.15a).
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Legend Analyzer Output

{

"type": "continuous",

"labels": [

{

"text": "4",

"type": "label",

"bbox": {...}

},

...

],

"colors": [

{"x": x1, "y": y1},

{"x": x2, "y": y2}

]

}

Map Analyzer Output

{

"projection": "Miller",

"labels": [

{

"text": "80ºN",

"value": 80

"type": "latitude",

"bbox": {...}

},

...,

{

"text": "180ºW",

"value": -180

"type": "longitude",

"bbox": {...}

}

]

}

{

"width": 693,

"height": 384,

"mark": "rect",

"projection": {

"type": "Miller",

"center": [0, 0],

"lucorner": [-180, 82.5],

"rlcorner": [-180, -82.18]

},

"encoding": {

"x": {

"field": "longitude",

"type": "longitude",

"scale": {

"type": "projection",

"labels": ["180ºW", "120ºW", "60ºW", 

"0º", "60ºE", "120ºE", "180ºW"],

"domain": [-180, -180],

"range": [77, 522]

}

},

"y": {

"field": "latitude",

"type": "latitude",

"scale": {

"type": "projection",

"labels": ["80ºN", "40ºN", "0º",

"40ºS", "80ºS"],

"domain": [-82.18, 82.5],

"range": [338, 12]

}

},

"color": {

"field": "value",

"type": "quantitative",

"scale": {

"type": "linear",

"labels": ["4","2","0","-2","-4"],

"values": [4,2,0,-2,-4],

"domain": [-4,4],

"range": ["#3a4587","#840403"]

 },

 "legend": {

 "orientation": "vertical",

 "type": "gradient"

 }

 }

 }

}

Infer color scale

Infer color 
domain/range

Infer y 
domain/range

Infer x 
domain/range

Infer 
projection data

Figure 4.14: Recovery of visual encoding using data extracted by map analyzer and
legend analyzer in a declarative grammar similar to Vega-Lite (Satyanarayan et al.,
2017). Some values are assigned directly (colored) and others need to be inferred using
extracted data.

For quantized legends, we have two situations, when each color represents a value
or it represents a range of values. In the first case, representative pixels should be
aligned with a legend label, as we see in Figure 4.15b; however, it does not always
happen and we can use the S−1 function to estimate the values for the missing legend
labels. The input can be the x or y coordinate of the current representative pixel
(depending on legend orientation); as a consequence, the domain will be an array with
all values (i.e., estimated and label values). For the second case, we verify that a legend
label exists at the middle of two representative pixels, if it does not exist, we estimate
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its value using S−1. The domain will be an array of tuples (mini,maxi) where mini is
the minimum value of the range and maxi represents the maximum value of the range
(see Figure 4.15c).

"color": {
"field": "value",
"type": "quantitative",
"scale": {
"type": "linear",
"labels": ["0", "2", "4", "6", "8", "10"],
"values": [0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10],
"domain": [0, 10],
"range": ["#0d0687", "#eff821"]

},
"legend": {
"orientation": "horizontal",
"type": "gradient"

}
}

(a) Continuous.

"color": {
"field": "value",
"type": "quantitative",
"scale": {
"type": "linear",
"labels": ["-0.3", "-0.2", "-0.1", "0", "0.1",

           "0.2", "0.3"],
"values": [-0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3],
"domain": [-0.3, -0.2, -0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3],
"range": ["#285eff","#668cff","#84a3ff","#ffffff",

                 "#ffc9c9","#ff7c7c","#ff3c3c"]
},
"legend": {
"orientation": "horizontal",
"type": "binned"

}
}

(b) Quantized: color→value.

"color": {
"field": "value",
"type": "quantitative",
"scale": {
"type": "linear",
"labels": ["0", "1", "2", "3"],
"values": [0, 1, 2, 3],
"domain": [(0,0.5), (0.5,1), (1,1.5), (1.5,2),

                    (2,2.5), (2.5,3)],
"range": ["#ffffff","#8ee2a9","#00c44a", 

                 "#00ac00","#009700","#008800"]
},
"legend": {
"orientation": "horizontal",
"type": "binned"

}
}

(c) Quantized: color→range.

Figure 4.15: Variation of the color channel depending on the legend type. range entry
is an array of hexadecimal colors and domain can be an array of values or tuples.

Inferring domain and range of x/y-channel. Some maps can show their minimum
and maximum longitudes and latitudes, but it is not always the case. For that reason,
we infer the minimum and maximum latitudes and longitudes using an inverse function
of the current projection type.

For latitudes (y-channel), let {y1, y2, ..., yn} denote the center of latitude bounding
boxes in the y-axis, and let {lat1, lat2, ..., latn} denote the latitude values on each
box. Let P denote the function of the latitudes to the current projection type where
P (lati) = yi. We use P−1(yi) = lati to infer the minimum and maximum latitudes,
ymax = by and ymin = by + bh then latmin = P−1(ymin) and latmax = P−1(ymax), where
b is bounding box of the map. We then infer the y-channel domain as [latmin, latmax]
and axis range as [ymin, ymax] (see y-channel in Figure 4.14). A similar procedure, using
x-coordinates, is applicable for longitudes (x-channel).

Inferring projection data. This information includes lucorner, rlcorner and
center that are geographical coordinates; lucorner will be [lonmin, latmax] and rl-

corner will be [lonmax, latmin] (see Figure 4.14). center is defined as [lonc, latc] that
represents the geographical coordinate of the middle point of map bounding box.

4.7 Final Considerations

This chapter presented the ground-truth corpus created by image collection from scien-
tific papers of geoscience journals. It also detailed how the map and legend regions were
analyzed to extract spatial information and color information. Using both information
the visual encoding is inferred. In addition, the evaluation results were presented in
the corresponding sections, showing high accuracies.
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Next chapter will describe our web-based system that uses the inferred visual
encoding by our pipeline to offer different interactions over map visualization images.
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Chapter 5

iGeoMap: A System for
Interpretation of Map
Visualizations

Our method can be used to support a variety of applications. For instance, data ex-
traction might be used to improve indexing and searching of map visualizations (Siegel
et al., 2016; Walter et al., 2013). We might also generate alternative representations of
map visualizations for people with vision impairment.

In this chapter, we present iGeoMap, a web-based system which uses the inferred
visual encoding to enable user-interaction from bitmap images of map visualizations.
Section 5.1 presents an overview of our web application. Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5
and 5.6 show the modules of iGeoMap that are available to improve the reading and
understanding of a map visualization.

Figure 5.1: iGeoMap, a web-based system that uses the information extracted by our
pipeline.
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5.1 iGeoMap Overview

iGeoMap is a web-based system created to enable the user’s interaction over bitmap
images of map visualizations, allowing the data querying (see Figure 5.1) and the
redesign of map visualizations. iGeoMap also includes our pipeline (Chapter 4) in its
image processing task.

Given a map visualization image as input, we process it using our pipeline, having
as output the spatial information, color information, and visual encoding, that are
used in the different modules. If the extracted information has any errors, the user
can use the edition mode of iGeoMap to manually rectify them (see Figure 5.2a). In
the interaction mode the user can interact over the bitmap image using any available
interaction, as we see in Figure 5.2b.

(a) Edition mode. (b) Interaction mode.

Figure 5.2: Visualization modes in iGeoMap. (a) The extracted data is visualized and
can be modified when edition mode is active. (b) The available interactions appears at
left side when the interaction mode is active.

User Interface

iGeoMap has a simple interface to be easy to use. Below we detail each part of its
main page.

I) Tool panel. As we see in Figure 5.3(I), the tool panel is placed on the left side
of the main page of iGeoMap to allow the access to menus and sub-panels that
vary depending on the current visualization mode. Within this panel we have the
following options:

a) Visualization modes: Figure 5.3(a) shows that user can select edition or
interaction mode. In edition mode, the extracted data is visualized and can
be manually modified (see Figure 5.2a). In interaction mode, the marks
disappear and the menu of interactions is visible (see Figure 5.2b).
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(III) Interaction Panel

(II) Gallery Panel(I) Tool Panel (IV) Information Panel

(a) Visualization 
Modes

(b) Menu of 
Interactions

(c) Extra
Interactions

Figure 5.3: Principal parts in user’s interface of iGeoMap. In the tool panel, the user
can change the visualization mode and choose an interaction type. At the middle, we
have the interaction area and a viewer that displays additional information. Finally,
the gallery shows sample images.

b) Menu of interactions: as we see in Figure 5.3b, it is divided in two sub-
menus: map interactions which contains the available interactions over the
map area, and the legend interactions that displays the available interactions
over the legend.

c) Extra interactions: iGeoMap has additional options to redesign a map
visualization, such as recoloring or reprojection, that are displayed in this
sub-panel (see Figure 5.3c).

II) Gallery panel. As we see in Figure 5.3(II), the gallery is placed on the right
side of the main page and shows a set of images that can be used as input to our
system.

III) Interaction panel. This panel is placed on the center of the main page (see
Figure 5.3(III)). Within this panel is displayed the input map visualization and
the user can interact with the bitmap image, selecting data in the map o colors
in the legend.

IV) Information panel. It is placed on the bottom side of the interaction panel (see
Figure 5.3(IV)). This panel appears when additional information is going to be
displayed, e.g., caption text for the image or statistical charts, depending mainly
on the current interaction.

In the following sections, we present the modules of iGeoMap that can be used
to interact from a bitmap image of a map visualization.
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5.2 Automatic Recoloring

Our application of automatic recoloring presented in (Poco et al., 2018) was included
in iGeoMap as a module: given a bitmap map visualization and a target color palette,
we produce a new image with the recolored map visualization. This module works
for both quantized and continuous color legends and needs only the color information
contained in the legend analyzer output and the color channel entry (see Figure 4.14).
Figure 5.4 shows some examples: the first column contains original visualizations and
the second one shows output images with new color encodings.

Original Recolored

Q
u
an
ti
ze
d

(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

C
on
ti
n
u
ou
s

Figure 5.4: Automatic recoloring: given a map visualization and a target color palette,
we generate a new image that contains the recolored map visualization.

Quantized color legends. Given representative colors C = {c1, ..., cn} in the range

entry of the color channel (see Figure 4.14) and a target colormap T = {t1, ..., tn}, we
create a transfer function ti = fquan(ci) that simply maps from one indexed color to
another. For each pixel pi that has a color pci in the image, we find the nearest color
cs ∈ C such that distcolor(pci, cs) < 2.5 (here 2.5 represents the maximum perceptibility
tolerance to consider two colors as equal (Stokes et al., 1992)) and then set pi to the
color fquan(cs). The distance constraint helps avoid recoloring pixels that do not belong
to the color legend (e.g., grid lines or text).

For example, the map in Figure 5.4a uses a categorical color encoding and we
replace it with “Paired” colormap, as we see in Figure 5.4b.

Continuous color legends. For continuous legends, we begin with the extracted col-
ors spanning the minimum and maximum points in the color gradient (C = {ci | pmin <
pi < pmax}), and a target continuous color palette T parameterized on the interval [0, 1].
We define a transfer function ti = fcont(ci), such that ci and ti occur at the same rel-
ative index in their respective color ramps. For each pixel pi in the image, we search
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for the nearest color cs ∈ C such that distcolor(pci, cs) < 2.5 and recolor the pixel with
fcont(cs).

An example is shown in Figure 5.4c, color gradient does not show that the legend
has negative and positive values. In response, we recolor the image using a diverging
colormap as shown in Figure 5.4d.

5.3 Interactive Overlays

In (Poco et al., 2018), we also present the interactive overlays application that was
inspired by the work of Kong and Agrawala (Kong and Agrawala, 2012) and applies
the recommendations of Cleveland and McGill (Cleveland and McGill, 1984). iGeoMap
includes this application as a module to generate an interactive visualization from a
bitmap map visualization to support data querying and highlighting.

This module generates an interactive visualization that supports two-way inter-
actions between the legend and map area. Users can brush in either area to see corres-
ponding information highlighted in the other component. Figure 5.5 shows examples
of such interactions across map visualizations that contain continuous and quantized
color legends.

Original From Map to Legend From Legend to Map
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Figure 5.5: Interactions using graphical overlays. Each row corresponds to a legend
type. The second column shows highlights of the legend in response to selected areas
in the map region. The third column illustrates highlights of the data in response to
selected legend values.
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From legend to map area

We provide two types of interactions: color selection and range selection. These inter-
actions are designed to highlight data values in response to selected colors in legend,
as illustrated in the third column of Figure 5.5.

Color selection. Color selection is supported for both quantized and continuous
color legends. For quantized legends, users can select a bin color in the legend. We
then identify the associated representative color csel ∈ C. Next, we overlay the map
area with a translucent white layer, using full transparency for pixels pi that satisfy
distcolor(csel, pci) < 2.5 (Stokes et al., 1992). For continuous color legends, a user can
click anywhere within the color gradient to select the color csel ∈ C. Then, we similarly
add a translucent overlay, but with full transparency for pixels pi that satisfy pci = csel.

Figure 5.4c shows the color selection interaction, the user clicked one color and
the map area displays the pixels with the same color.

Range selection. Range selection is available for continuous color legends. When
a user draws a rectangle (R) within the color gradient, we select the set of colors
Csel = {ci | pi ∈ R}. As with color selection, we then add a translucent overlay with
full transparency for pixels that satisfy ci = cs, ∀cs ∈ Csel.

We have an example in Figure 5.4f, where the user draws a rectangle in the legend,
and the map area shows the pixels with selected colors.

From map area to legend

For interactions within the map area, we support point selection and region selection.
These interactions are depicted in the second column of Figure 5.5.

Point selection. Point selection can be performed visualizations with either quan-
tized or continuous color legends. When a user clicks on the map area, we select the
color csel from the click position, and search for the nearest color in C that satisfies
distcolor(csel, ci) < 2.5 (Stokes et al., 1992). Next, we draw a circle mark at the click
position and overlay the color bar with a translucent white layer, using a rectangle and
full transparency for pixels that are equal to the found nearest color.

Figure 5.4b illustrates an example of point selection, where user clicks a pixel in
the map area, and the bin color with the same color is highlighted using a rectangle.

Region selection. iGeoMap also supports region selections for continuous legends.
A user can draw a rectangle (R) in the map area, as we see in Figure 5.4e, for which we
retrieve all contained colors Csel = {ci | pi ∈ R}. Then, for each color in Csel, we find
the nearest color in C and stores their values to compute the average. This average
value is highlighted over the translucent white layer on the color bar (Figure 5.4e).
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